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Fashion bug clothing store locations



The garment and accessories industry is very lucrative and makes hundreds of billions of dollars a year. While there are many types of apparel retailers, from those only for children to those who sell designer shoes, one thing they all have in common is the need for technology. In clothing
stores, different forms of technology are used every day to make operations more efficient. Tracking inventory is very important for clothing stores - running out of certain styles that happen popular can result in a big loss of income. It is also essential that the inventory be carefully tracked to
see trends in external and internal theft. Inventory software that works in conjunction with the clothing store sales system makes ordering and tracking inventory a much easier job than doing inventory by hand. Most cash registers in clothing stores run on software that not only adds sales
taxes, but also processes coupon codes, scans item bar codes and updates store inventory after each purchase. It used to be much more frustrating to ring up the sale of clothes; The cash register from just a few decades ago was little more than a fancy calculator. Technology is also used
at the point of sale in clothing stores through payment systems. Modern clothing stores have systems that scan credit and debit payments and run personal cheques through a system that guards against fraud. Not long ago, the main source of security in clothing stores was a guard or real
security officer, or a team of loss prevention personnel. While some clothing stores still use people to protect their employees and inventory, most have already turned to digital security systems. These sophisticated systems are affordable, enabling store management to see through small
cameras that capture images throughout the store -- some security systems also record activity in clothing stores at all times, making it easier to catch burglars. Since there are many clothing stores for consumers to choose from, stores should use different forms of technology to stay
competitive. Social media is the latest form of technology used by clothing stores not only to promote themselves, but also to connect with customers, address customer service inquiries and even address PR. Many clothing retailers also create a web presence with a blog or website, many
of which sell their items online as well as in a physical store. Technological advancement has made it more feasib; and more sensible than ever for apparel retailers to sell online. There are a wide range of online store apps, platforms and software, and many can be tailored to the image
and brand of a store. The popular e-commerce solution for big clothing retailers is eFashionSolutions, but smaller stores often opt for companies like nuclear trading, professional stores and big business. Although the economic outlook for Sales are shaky, you can successfully start a
clothing store. Find a niche like clothing for the full-face woman or elegant menswear to set up your store apart from others. Choose a location in a crowded area to attract browsers and turn them into buyers. With a lot of planning and a bit of luck, you can own and operate the retail clothing
business. Develop your idea by writing a business plan, which details the concept of store, strategy, competition, financial prospects and marketing ideas. Outline your concept to the lowest details. What will you focus on -- men's clothing, women's clothing, prom and formal event dresses,
accessories, children's clothing, handmade clothes, modest clothing, hip-hop dresses? Search the Internet to estimate market size and share. Look around your community to see who else might run a store similar to the store you want to open. Consult a lawyer to accommodate your
business, obtain a tax ID number and register your business name. You need a tax ID number to buy clothes for resale. Your lawyer can advise you about the best corporate structure for your situation. Business structures include only owners, limited liability companies (LLC), and S and C
companies. Each has unique financial and legal ramifications. Find a business lawyer, schedule an appointment and discuss his situation with him to find the best race. Search for a great place for your store as it will receive a lot of walk-by and drive-by traffic. Realtors can provide you with
estimates on traffic patterns near your store location. Be sure to check for comfort factors, too, such as disabled access and parking. Many businesses fail because parking is a nightmare for their customers. If the store was already a clothing store, make detailed inquiries about previous
tenants. Did the business move, get close, or went bankrupt? If they went out of business quietly, why? Buy retail connections for stores. This may include special lighting to highlight your products, display items, clothing racks, counters, cash registers, phones, credit card terminals, carpets,
room dressing rooms, shopping bags and wrapping gifts. Look for retail companies fittings online or for local auctions. Many stores that are going out of business selling their connections are very cheap, and you can often paint shelves into interesting colors to jazz up your store. Decorate
your store with your customer in mind. If you are catering to trendy teenagers, your decor will be different from someone targeting affluent, middle-aged customers looking for executive clothing. Choose carpet and paint accordingly. Create credit accounts with wholesale clothing vendors.
Find wholesale clothing vendors online or at large apparel centers in New York City, Atlanta, Chicago and Los Angeles. Shop individually in major clothing centers. In New York City, Apparel Occupying different blocks in the West 30s. When visiting wholesalers in person, you will need your
sales tax ID paperwork, cards and trading, photo identification and credit references to create trading accounts. Some wholesalers accept credit cards. Check your wholesale identification and paperwork company to ensure that you represent a legitimate retail business and not just bargain
purchases. Once confirmed, you will be able to place your orders. Most wholesalers require a minimum purchase of at least $100. Prepare for your opening day by creating a simple, effective website. Consider eBay stores and a shopping website in addition to your physical location to sell
supplements. Promote your new business by issuing a press release to local media, advertising in newspapers and flypasts. Advertising is the key to any new business, so plan to invest in local ads to drive traffic to your store. Most small business owners do the majority of the work
themselves instead of hiring help. Hiring employees dramatically increases costs both in salary and taxes. If you need to hire someone, seek part-time help well ahead of your opening day. Make sure you provide them with adequate training on how to implement cash registration, store
policies and regulations, and information about the goods. Tips always double the amount of cash or credit available that you think you need. Invest in advertising for customers to own stores. Consult with the Small Business Administration for advice on starting a business. Urban clothing is
all the rage among young and hip. From hip-hop stars to rogue teens, urban clothing is constantly in demand. Starting an urban clothing store can get you on track for community popularity as well as financial success. Find a supplier. You can start by following independent labels in your
area. Small, independent labels will not only be cheaper for you to carry (thereby increasing your profit margins), they also allow you the opportunity to be the founder of the next big thing. Even if you have no independent designers or suppliers in your area, you may be able to find some
online. When buying in bulk, be sure to negotiate additional discounts for your purchase. Find a place for your urban clothing store. You can look for a place to rent in a shopping mall in order to use established customers, or you can try to find a standalone location. Determine how much
room you need by writing what you plan to carry. Most urban clothing stores not only carry pants and shirts, but also accessories include hats, belts and shoes. Make sure you add extra room to store stocks. Be sure to check zoning and code information to ensure your compliance with
business zoning standards and code requirements. Subscribe to magazines that advertise urban clothing and photo publishing. It'll help you. Stay on the cutting edge and keep your store saved with the styles everyone is looking for. Take out a loan to start spending not only will you need
your origin fees to open the store, but you should plan on three years worth of operating expenses (including salary and advertising costs), since how long it takes most businesses to make a profit. Create an advertising plan. You want to have some kind of promotional designs in place to
attract customers. Sales, coupons, TELEVISION and radio ads, newspaper and magazine ads are all options. You may also want to consider direct advertising (postcards and letters) directly to your target market. Common hints of hip-hop magazines to get ideas for your stock. Hire sales
people who know about urban clothing. Warnings make sure you have a business plan in place to help your budget and achieve expansion goals. February 22, 2001 15+ min read Editor's note: This article was excerpted from our Clothing Store start-up guide, available from Entrepreneur
Bookstore. We'll assume that your desire to open a clothing store isn't because you want to prove to your ex that you're actually hip and happening, or that you're so confident of your style that you need to share that good taste with the community. We instead assume that you have an acute
business sense, an honest interest in the clothing business and more than a little cash in the bank. Opening a clothing store is serious business. For some of you, it may mean knocking out the safety of your corporate work with its fixed income, paid holidays, holidays and opportunities to
progress. All of this, and guaranteed 12 to 14 hours a day. Running a clothing store is more than just a full-time job, insists Nancy Stanford, a commodity professor at Oklahoma State University. Introducing target market launching costs of resource marketing operations there is always room
for more fortunate, always room for the right type of clothing store. Although you may not guess it with the number of outgoing cultivation centers and centers, we are more a nation than small, independent merchants. In fact, most retail stores, and that include apparel stores, are small,
either in size or in sales volume, compared to an old chat or navy. A typical clothing store is a small operation usually run by the owner alone or by a couple team. Here's a handy set of questions that will help you determine whether fashion is actually your forte. 1. Is this the business in
which you experience? Maybe you took those merchandise classes; 2. Can you live with Risk in the garment business? This is not meant to scare you; were just trying to provide a balanced picture . If you're serious about opening a clothing store, you need to know that, like the restaurant
business, the apparel business is risky. You may pour your life savings into a business that goes bust within a year. Nothing is sure to fire, and there are risks attached to starting any kind of business, says Fred Dering, president and owner of DLS Outfits, a New York City-based clothing
marketing and consulting firm, but you really need to love the clothing business because you can make more money to do almost anything else. Even in the restaurant business -- if you're successful -- you can make more money in the apparel business in five years than you can in 15
years. 3- Do you strongly believe in the garment industry? On a serious note, you really need to think about why you decided to open a clothing store in front of a homeopathic pharmacy or an organic grocery store. Whatever your particular fashion passion, it's enough to carry you through
this year's holiday rush as well as slow summer lullaby. It's like marriage: when times get tough, you have to remember why you first took those vows. 4. Is your niche too crowded or dominated by a few? PhDs didn't take long to see if the garment industry was crowded. All you have to do is
store all those filled catalogs in your inbox or visit your local shopping mall this weekend. But there always seems to be room for more, especially if you are offering consumers something they feel they lack. 5. Can you be an expert? If you're opening a clothing store for the right reasons, you
probably think you don't have a corner on something else in your professional community. Maybe it's surfing clothes; maybe it's stylish plus-size fashion; Maybe leather and jewelry imported from Turkey. Specialized, or finding your niche in this business, is very important for your success.
And in many cases, the only thing that takes a little common sense. As Kira Danos, a buyer of DLS outfits in New York City, says, No clothing store should be stocking twill khaki shorts if there is a gap within 10 miles. 6. Do you have a competitive advantage? In one word, this is called
marketing. Right now, hearing this collective quote removed from any garment entrepreneur interviewed for this business guide: today the competition is not two doors down the block; Have noticed. The target market whether you decide to specialize in high-end fashion or casual sporting
goods, never lose sight of what sets you apart from the goal, Sears All other apparel chain stores. You may be able to mark down a pair of jeans to $9.99, but what you're going for is an old adage: you get what you pay for. Department stores are all the same because merchandise like
Pollo, Tommy Hilfiger and Natika are all fighting for a brand space, says Fred Ling, his company that helps retailers across the country market their stores. In addition, people just won't have as much time as the shop today, and when they do, they want to go to a store and be properly
serviced. Forget serving with a smile. If you can even find someone who will help you in most department stores, you're lucky. Small stores are more focused on the community, Doering adds. He said: Customers know themselves better, provide great service and generally have a more
interesting collection of clothes on the floor of their store, which will add to the feeling of speciality of customers. These are the types of features that customers are looking for in a smaller, independent store. If you're going to open a women's clothing store, you already know that the tastes
of the stereotypical Female Fikel customer are hard to come by. Every expert we agreed with is that the first thing the prospective women's apparel retailer should do is decide where the seller's markets are gaps. In other words, which customers will serve in the store's business area and
what apparel can you provide (and at what price) that cannot be easily found elsewhere? Once you've set this out, you can buy accordingly. What do I have that attracts a woman to my store? That's a big question that the owner of the women's clothing store should ask. says DLS outfit Kira
Danos. Yes, we know it's easier said than done, and it really depends on where you want to open your store, as Danus notes. There's a huge difference in consumer mentality across the country, and I'd recommend a store owner at Duluth very differently than the one in Los Angeles.
Typical male client men are between 18 and 40 years old, with a smaller percentage in their fifties. (We didn't even bother listing a female customer's age because frankly, women of all ages like to jump shop.) The male consumer is often single and usually has money to spend - but
normally still has to be brought in kicking and screaming by his girlfriend or wife to spend it on clothes. His work may not require a coat and tie, but unless he works in Silicon Valley with a variety of hipster entrepreneurship, he still wants to look good. As we said, if given the choice, most
men would rather throw a bridal shower than shop for a new sportscote. The only good thing about casual clothing trends, however, is that because of the trend, men Most are willing to be dragged into a clothing store. Cash Children in Boomlet Baby Boomers in the 1980s and 1990s, the
children's clothing market is estimated to account for $20 billion to $22 billion in sales each year and is considered among the fastest growing sectors of the overall retail market. Even though little girls have been known to throw mood tantrums when they have to wear gingham jumpers to
preschool, you're not really targeting the kids here. You aim more for their parents -- at least parents of children up to the age of 10, those who still make executive decisions when it comes to their children's clothes. Obviously, the more stable parents are financially, they will be willing to
wear boutique clothes for their children -- if they dress themselves, that's all. Just because money parents don't mean they spend it Calvin Klein and Jessica McClintock for tots. They may well be buying on target and socks the rest of the rounds for college education at the Gran Ivy League
school. Everything goes back to doing your homework. If you're in an old money, Mercedes or Volvo wagon station driving area, you can bet that parents may not necessarily buy on Target or Sears, but they may buy gap sales. If you're in a more gorgeous nouveau riche area where moms
are driving Jaguar and wearing diamond tennis bracelets, or even one where women spend $100 for their designer jeans, that's a market for fashionable children's boutique clothing. The reality stat is the bulk of children's clothing sales - up 60 percent - comes from those cute matching
outfits, such as matching coordinates up and down. When it comes to colors, seasonal trends like animal prints come and go, but consistent top sellers are still -- unsurprisingly not here -- light blue, pink and green. Start-up costs yes, opening a clothing store will cost you, and Oklahoma
State University merchandise professor Nancy Stanford, who once owned a clothing store, recommends a bank of as much as $250,000. But before your heart stops, sing. You can do it for less. You may have $250,000, but my advice is not to even think about opening a store until you have
proper financing, says Margie Pay, a successful Redmond, Washington, store owner who sells women's, men's and children's clothing. , first opened his doors in 1976 with his eyes wide closed, so to speak. Eager to get out of the real estate business and 'spend Sunday afternoons I'm
sitting in other people's homes,' she opened a clothing store in the same downtown building where her husband had a restaurant. Margie borrowed $30.0 and was off running. Introduction Market Goal Launching Costs of Resource Marketing Operations We Know This Attitude - as well as
the thought that $30K is enough to start a clothing store - goes against our principle of good business acumen, especially today. At least most entrepreneurs interviewed for this business guide won't dream of opening a store with less than $50,000. Stanford recommends $150,0 to get a up-
and-running store, while Debbie Allen, owner of a Scottsdale, Arizona, women's clothing store and industry speaker, says you should start at $200,0 for a 1,200 to 1,500-square-foot store -- the average in the business. The point is that when it comes to the amount of cash you have to open
a clothing store, you'll find a lot of conflicting opinions, but we won't get into any problems by saying more money, you'll be better off. (Isn't that right in any business?) As Allen says, The less capital you are, the longer it takes for you to convert profits. An easy rule if reading numbers in
columns makes you dizzy, we spell it out for you. People are in trouble because they don't know how much their rent should be relative to how much their store sells, says Dan Paul, an industry consultant with retail consulting firm RMSA. That means to keep the rent at 6 percent, your store
will have to generate $300,000 in annual sales. The operation never exists a dull moment in the garment business when you want to take the time to read deals and watch TV is anyone's guess - though not us - because you practically live in your store, especially at the beginning. No day
looks exactly the same, says Meridian, Mississippi, owner of Robert L. Store, who adds that he can never remember a dull moment in his clothing store. You'll wear a lot of different hats day by day, whether you manage people, get goods or create displays, he says. You go by phone with
the customer for a minute and the next minute you talk to a radio station about your ads. Then may your nose in the book wonder why your costs were so high last month. Introduction Market Goal Set Up Costs Marketing Operations Resources Position Your Policy One of the things that will
help balance your daily juggling practice will be to create your own store operational policies, or rules on which you decide to run your business. It's not until you actually start your apparel store that you'll notice how many decisions you will make on a daily basis, and why, you want to make
sure you have an app. Believe us; a plan will eliminate last-minute reactionary decisions that can lead to some costly mistakes, such as perhaps losing a valuable employee. We suggest we sit down. Up your store operational policies and supply copies to your employees. You may also
wish to submit some of these policies, such as those involving accepting cash and credit cards, for your customers to read. The seemingly endless number of these policies will raise questions when you enter the garment business, among them issues of surrounding pricing, consignment,
purchase of unwanted products, credit, lay cash, returns, special orders, damage, children in store, credit cards, wrapping gifts, gift registry and tapping hours. We have lasted hours of action for emphasis, because when your doors are open it will be a big factor in your success. Most
clothing stores that do not match the shopping hours of a shopping mall remain open for at least six days a week.m, usually Monday to Saturday from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.m or 11 p.m. .m to 7 p.m..m. Often, stores will remain open until 9 p.m.m., or later specifically, or even a few days a week,
typically Thursday and Friday. Flexible hours allow for lunch time and night shopping, and in this business, your friend's flexibility. Choosing a place in choosing a community where to open your store, you want to consider the number of locations what factors (this will serve as a review of
our marketing season), including whether the community has a large enough population, whether your economy is sustainable enough for you to make money and whether the demographic characteristics of the region are consistent with your target market. Nearly all garment store renters,
or landlords, need to rent square feet of rent on their homes, which are usually paid on a monthly basis. Apparel store rentals can run as low as $8 per square foot in certain parts of the country, and nearly $40 per square foot in large malls or shopping malls in high-traffic areas or in
metropolitan areas with higher rents, such as New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago and Dallas. Landlords also sometimes want a percentage of the tenant's gross monthly sales -- above a certain amount -- on top of the minimum monthly rent. In addition to paying flat rent and percentage of
sales, clothing store owners who decide to locate in a shopping mall or shopping mall may be asked to pay what is known as an add-on charge. This charge covers every square foot or small percentage of a store's gross sales, advertising and upgrade costs for the shopping area and
catching common areas around the business (parking, sidewalks, hallways, sitting areas, patio, restrooms). Do all of the following before choosing a place for your clothing store: Look at a variety of locations before choosing your store site. Check any local command and zoning regulations
that apply. Determine your store parking needs. Decide if the site is worth the rent. Define the point of sale of your store location. Determine whether location is an area of potential growth. Define your store Need. Hiring staff will vary your store needs according to your store hours and
customer traffic, but a good rule is to thumb a full-time person and a part-time person for a 1,000-square-foot store. When hiring sales staff, they have the ability to sell and be the first character. With both of those traits in front, you can always train your vendors to track inventory and handle
apparel. Hopefully with that combination, your vendors will also be able to cope with the everyday apparel pressures of the characters and customer's desires that require a thoughtful mix of wickets, persuasion and a sense of humor. You also want a person who is mature and honest,
someone who will not only help you move the goods out the door but also one you trust to handle your cash and to keep accurate and complete records. Obviously, you have to be specific about who you're hiring, says apparel entrepreneur Robert L. Because ultimately it's customer service
that separates us from shopping mall stores. Marketing there are many reasons why advertising is important for starting a business, but in the apparel business, it comes down to a few things. Not only do you want to convince potential customers once and for all that you have more to offer
than Banana Republic or Ann Taylor, you want to make sure you have a strong picture, like Banana Republic or Ann Taylor. In short, you need to create a desire to come to your store to accommodate those of your more established apparel competitors. If your ideal customer never crosses
your store, you'll be hoping that he'll at least pay attention to electronics and mass media. Try to look at advertising as not only another business expense but also as a way to build your sales. Whatever media you decide will do best within your community, your advertising campaign should
be well planned, distinctive and consistent with your store image. Advertising informs its customers about your shipped goods and store-specific events, services and sales. And it's also supposed to be all that 101 ads say it should be: simple, honest, informative and eye-catching.
Introduction Target Market Launches Cost Marketing Operations Resources You have to decide the most effective way to promote your store with a good look at your business and on your potential customers. With this, you may medic into the following questions: How is my store different
from my competitors'? (As such, he sells Levi's; I sell clothes pants) What quality goods do I sell? (As like, she sells Levi's; I sell dress pants) What kind of store image do I want to promote? (Like, trendy, designed, casual, stylish) What customer service do I offer? (As such, special order
clothing, free on-site tailoring, children's corners) Who are my customers? (Like, Beverly Hills Maroons, Manhattan models) What are my customers' tastes? (like, trendy, هزادنا هولاع  هب  دناسر  یم  شورف  هب  هک  تسا  رهش  رد  هاگشورف  اهنت  یتحار ، هنومن ، ناونع  هب  ( ؟ دیرخ نم  زا  اهنآ  ارچ  کیش ) هاگ ، هب  هاگ 
راک بسک و  سابل  ) Resources Associations Consultants and Experts Fred Derring/Kira Danus/Lee Leonard,D.L.S. Outfitters, 44 W. 55th St., 2nd Fl., New York, NY 10019 Dan Paul,RMSA, 1650 Spruce St., #305, Riverside, CA 92507 T.J. Reid, P.O. Box 977, Armite, LA 70422 Nancy

Stanforth, Professor of Apparel Merchandising, Oklahoma State University, 304 Whitehurst, Stillwater, OK 74078 Introduction Target Market Startup Costs Operations Marketing Resources Publications/Periodicals Colleges Offering Fashion Merchandising Degrees Kent State University,
Kent, OH, (330) 672-2121 Paris Fashion Institute, Boston, MA, (617) 268-0026 Parsons School of Design, New York, NY, (212) 229-8942 Ryerson Polytechnic University, Toronto, CAN, (416) 979-5000 University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI, (401) 874-1000 Virginia Commonwealth
University, VA (804) 828-0100 West Valley College, Saratoga, CA, (408) 867-2200 867-2200
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